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EXPECT WITNESS
by JAMES GAYNOR

The certified public accountant is being called to
serve as an expert witness in an increasing variety of
judicial proceedings. CPAs are testifying in litigation
that varies from divorce proceedings to criminal fraud
prosecutions and before tribunals as diverse as the
Federal Power Commission and a jury.
The accountant is usually asked to give either of two
types of expert testimony. He may prepare a report or
study to be used in evidence, and be expected to explain, justify and defend it on the witness stand. Or the
CPA may be called upon as one skilled in the theory
and practice of accounting and auditing to offer an
opinion as to whether another accountant has followed
acceptable accounting procedures.
The CPA, because of his expertise in the collection,
summarization, presentation and analysis of financial
data, is the logical person to prepare financial summaries and studies to be used as proof in legal proceedings. In this situation the CPA must plan, supervise and
direct the compilation of the report. Then he must appear
in court to authenticate it, defend its accuracy and attest to its significance and reliability. This is the type of
expert witness a CPA is most likely to give.
In particular, he may be called in such cases as:
Defense against price discrimination

charges. Under

the Robinson-Patman Act discrimination is defended by
justifying a variation in prices to different buyers. Once
a showing of price discrimination has been made, the
burden of justifying the alleged discrimination rests on
the person charged with the illegal practice.
A common method of meeting this burden is with a
cost justification analysis—a study prepared by a CPA
expert in that area, in which cost accounting principles
are applied to selling and administrative expenses to
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arrive at the unit cost of sales by customer or class of
customer. After the report is prepared, the accountant
who supervised its preparation must appear at the hearing to explain and defend the document. This hearing
is likely to be before a hearing examiner of the Federal
Trade Commission, but it may be held in a court of law.

and even in criminal actions.
Expert opinion testimony frequently involves statements as to what are acceptable accounting practices.
If the practices in question relate to published financial
reports, the testimony of the witness relates to the application of generally accepted accounting principles.

In a private antitrust suit. Here, one of the elements
of the plaintiff's case is the dollar amount of the damages
he has suffered from the alleged illegal practices. One
approach to satisfying this element in a case such as
localized predatory price cutting is to have a CPA
analyze sales and cost data by geographic area. This
analysis should show that a sales decline began in the
geographic area where the alleged monopolistic practices took place, while in other areas sales increased
and the industry in general prospered.

When occasions for expert opinion testimony do arise,
it is likely that a senior partner of a large firm will be
chosen because counsel will want to secure the most
qualified man to testify for his client. Counsel may also
select an academician or someone who has been on the
Accounting Principles Board. Thus, the number of CPAs
called to testify for this purpose is relatively small.

The accountant would be required to testify as to
methods employed in the preparation of the report, the
data underlying it and the accounting theories and principles involved.
CPAs have also testified in support of a document or
report prepared specifically for use as proof in a judicial
or quasi-judicial proceeding. These include bank fraud
cases and bankruptcy proceedings, as well as divorce
litigation.
Expert opinion testimony is the second major type of
testimony a CPA may be called upon to deliver. In contrast to the first type—in which the relevant expertise of
the CPA is his ability to collect, summarize, present and
analyze financial data—the emphasis here is on his
mastery of accounting theory and practice.
While there is a certain amount of testimony as to
theory in defense of a study, it is usually directly related
to the report for which the CPA was responsible. Therefore, it is in a context different from the situation in which
the accountant is called to the witness stand to give his
opinion on accounting theory and its application to
something in which he was not involved.
Unlike testimony in support of a report, there are few
situations in which the CPA is called upon to give opinion
evidence. One is in a suit for damages against an accountant for negligent practice. The testifying CPA is expected to give his opinion on whether the audit was conducted in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards.
CPAs have also given expert opinion testimony in tax
cases, in numerous situations involving public utilities

An accountant who is inexperienced as a witness
should have some understanding of the legal restraints
imposed on him before he testifies. This will not only
improve the effectiveness of his testimony, but also
guide his preparation.
If an accountant prepares a financial report that is
called under scrutiny by the courts, the accountant who
prepares or who was responsible for the report must
satisfy the judge, through questions put by counsel, that
he is skilled in the preparation of such a report.
The fact that the accountant is a CPA usually qualifies
him as an expert in the preparation of elemental summaries such as a profit and loss statement. But a study
such as a cost justification report would require proof
of a good deal of sophistication in cost accounting. After
satisfying the judge or hearing examiner of his expertise,
the CPA must identify the report as the one he prepared,
verify its accuracy and affirm whether in his opinion its
preparation conformed with generally accepted accounting principles.
If the CPA has prepared the report himself, there is
no problem. However, the more complicated and lengthy
the report, the more unlikely it is that one-man will have
prepared it. Typically, it is a partner in an accounting
firm who will be testifying; yet a number of his subordinates may have done much of the work.
Although this may let opposing counsel object to the
accountant's testimony as hearsay, the objection probably will not stand if certain steps are followed.
If the testifying accountant has supervised the preparation of the report, there should be few obstacles to
getting the report admitted into evidence. The judge or
hearing examiner need only be satisfied that the report
accurately reflects underlying statements and that an-

enough that a subordinate reviewed the papers and
discussed his findings with the CPA.
The hypothetical question is a means of eliciting an
opinion from an expert who has no personal knowledge
of the facts of the case. Essentially, it is a statement of
the facts counsel hopes to establish, propounded hypothetically, upon which the expert witness expresses an
opinion. In order to prevent confusing the trier of fact,
evidence must be produced at some point in the proceedings which tends to support the assumptions of
fact made by the CPA.

other person possessing the requisite skill could trace
all the figures in the report back to the basic financial
records.
Admission into evidence does not foreclose attacks
on the report's accuracy; but once admitted, such attacks are at the weight to be given the report as evidence
rather than at the report's basic validity.
The general legal rule is that witnesses must testify
to facts and leave conclusions to the finder of fact—the
judge, jury or trial examiner. This rule does not apply to
all statements of opinion but rather is usually limited to
opinions which bear closely upon the central issue in
the proceedings. For example, a witness in a homicide
trial would be allowed to testify that he saw the defendant after the alleged crime and that he had a look of
anguish on his face without having to describe facial
configurations in detail. However, he would not be allowed to express an opinion as to whether he thought
the defendant shot the deceased unless he had firsthand knowledge.

If the trier of fact decides that the lawyer has failed to
establish one of the hypothetical facts included in the
question, it must reject the expert's conclusion entirely.
Because of this, lawyers frequently formulate their hypothetical questions on fewer than all the facts they hope
to prove.
The hypothetical question is the most frequently used
method of eliciting opinion evidence from an accountant
since it may avoid his having to examine work papers or
voluminous underlying records.

The assumption underlying this rule is that the average juror or judge is able to draw the correct conclusions from the facts. However, in cases where the issues
are complex and beyond the ken of the average individual, this assumption proves erroneous.

The CPA's most important decision relating to expert
testimony is whether or not to testify. Although it is difficult to generalize, some thoughts on the matter are
in order.

To provide for such situations, the law developed the
expert witness exception to the opinion rule. The expert
is to provide the triers of fact with reasoned conclusions
to help them perform their function. Thus, in a malpractice suit against an accountant, another accountant is
permitted to express an opinion on whether the defendant acted in accord with generally accepted auditing
standards. The jury then has some means of determining whether the defendant acted negligently in carrying
out his duties.

Whether one is competent must be the first consideration. Although in some instances the CPA certificate
alone is sufficient to confer competence, in more complex cases more is usually required. This has to be an
individual decision based upon the nature of the testimony sought and the accountant's competence in the
particular subject.
When an accountant is asked to appear as an expert
witness, it is understood the offer is contingent on the
accountant's ability to agree with the soliciting party's
point of view. This does not mean that an expert supports
the client's position because he has been asked to do so,
but rather that the expert is asked because he can support the client's position.

The jury is free within broad limits to accept or reject
the expert's testimony. The expert's role is really one of
an intermediary for the triers of fact to enable them to
translate technical and generally unintelligible facts into
conclusions on which to base their decision.

The basic principle here is fidelity to integrity. Naturally one cannot perjure himself. But short of this there
is room for disagreement as to what the standard of integrity should be. It is usually best to view integrity in
the context of adherence to the standards and principles
of the profession—rather than to personal belief.

There are two types of opinion evidence—opinion
based on a personal knowledge of fact and opinion
based on the hypothetical question. Although the former
is self-explanatory, it is important that the personal
knowledge be truly first-hand. If the accountant is testifying to his opinion of another's audit work papers, he
must have reviewed those papers himself. It is not

When asked to testify on a question of accounting
standards, the criterion should be:
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to give opinion evidence. Usually he is asked to put himself in the role of an auditor and asked to state his
opinion of what auditing standards or accounting principles require. It is unlikely that the answer to the question, framed in terms of the facts of the given situation,
is to be found in Statements on Auditing Procedure
No. 33 or its supplements or in Opinions of the Accounting Principles Board or in any other literature of the
profession.

"Can I within the framework of generally accepted
accounting principles support this contention?"
Not:
"Would I do the same thing in practice myself?"
Since there is substantial latitude for choice within
the framework of generally accepted accounting principles, this standard is broader than one of personal
belief. It also accords with the concept of the expert
witness as one who speaks as a professional rather than
as an individual. The court is not interested in what the
witness may think or believe unless the witness has
garbed himself in the cloak of his expertise.
Thus, it is completely ethical for an accountant to testify that a particular procedure was in accord with generally accepted principles even though he would not
have followed that procedure.

This means that his answer is mediated through his
personality and experience.
In forming his opinion the expert must react as if he
were in an actual audit situation in which he was going
to have to sign a certificate. This means that the expert
cannot be an advocate but rather must observe standards of independence.

If an accountant were of the opinion that a particular
procedure was not in accord with accepted standards—
even though other experts might not agree—professional integrity would dictate that the accountant not
accept an engagement to testify in support of that
procedure.

Since an accountant's most valuable asset is his
reputation, there may be times when serious consideration must be given to the reputation of the prospective
client. Although in theory guilt by association is rejected
by most people, in practice it can represent a substantial
threat to the accountant's reputation.

The problem of the accountant's agreeing with the
prospective client's view raises some questions as to
whether the concept of independence in an expert situation is relevant. It seems relevant in some circumstances,
but if the accountant is asked to prepare a study for
his client, the concept of independence has less application than if the accountant is called to give opinion
evidence.

The countervailing considerations of a commitment
to public responsibility and justice should be kept in
mind. The decision not to accept an engagement on
these grounds should not be lightly made even though
in most cases the prospective client will be able to
secure help elsewhere.
An accountant should not put himself in the position
of having to testify against a client. This rule is not dictated solely by self-interest but rather by the professional canon of not violating confidential relationships.

In preparation of a report, and later in testimony in
support of it, the accountant is something of an advocate
for his client. An advocate in this context is not one who
takes liberties with the truth, but one who resolves doubt
in favor of his client; one who, when equally acceptable
methods of proceeding present themselves, chooses the
one most favorable to his client.

If subpoenaed as a material witness, the accountant
may have no choice; however, it is inadvisable to needlessly put oneself in danger of violating the code of
professional ethics. It has been said that even testifying
against a company, a director of which is a director of
a client, is to be discouraged. Here, it may be best not
to make a flat rule, but to weigh all factors carefully.

Therefore, if it appears there are several acceptable
methods of allocating a particular overhead item in a
cost justification study, there is nothing wrong in choosing the method most favorable to one's client. When the
accountant takes the stand to authenticate and support
his report, he is again an advocate in the sense that he
is in the position of defending his own work.

Once the accountant has decided to testify, he is left
to his attorney for further advice.
The attorney will tell the CPA why he is using him and
what work he must do before taking the witness stand.
The lawyer will also prepare the CPA for his appearance
on the stand.
•

The situation is different when the accountant is called
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